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Our Story

Value Creation Process

To realize our vision, there is a five-stage cycle expressed as follows: INPUT →
LEVERAGE → OUTPUT → OUTCOME → IMPACT. The “INPUT” is provided by six categories of capital, which are leveraged through our activities to create value and
transform the capital into “OUTPUT”—not only in the form of earnings, but also
in the form of positive contributions to society, which is expressed by the term

We are focused on creating new value for our society to contribute to a brighter
world where all individuals can live life to the fullest. Our “Value Creation Process”
below, is what enables us to realize our Vision. It works as a sustainable cycle,

“OUTCOME.” The “SDGs Dominoes” shown in the chart are outcomes that contribute to goals shared by the entire world. As these contributions accumulated, they

and amplifies business growth and contribution to society. We also strive to meet
the requests and expectations of our stakeholders, by sustaining this growth

produce a social “IMPACT,” which we would like to describe a world in which each
individual can live life to its fullest.

cycle to elevate corporate value as well.

INPUT

LEVERAGE

Six capitals are used as
inputs, and leveraged
by company activities,
VALUES as the core engine

Contributing to
society by
creating new value
(OUTPUT)

VISION

Financial
capital
Capital, cash and
cash equivalents

OUTPUT

Total capital:

840.6

billion yen

Social and
Relationship
capital
User information,
client information,
a relationship of trust
with outside partners,
and a reputation for
reliability in all countries
where we operate

Intellectual
capital
Accumulated knowhow,
research centers,
specialized knowledge
and insights,
R&D facilities,
R&D cooperation,
new business
development structures

MISSION
Opportunities for Life.
Faster, simpler and closer to you.

Cash and
cash equivalents:

389.8

Develop matching
abilities, improve
matching algorithms

Number of years
in operation:

58

Number of
research
organizations:

Raw material, paper,
items sourced from
outside vendors
(IT systems, etc.),
processes and controls,
global offices

Total number of
Group employees:

40,152
BET ON
PASSION

Intellectual
capital
A structure,
knowledge base and
new business plan
that spans the
entire organization

Human capital
Job creation, a highly
educated workforce
that has a strong sense
of ownership,
increasing diversity and
improving compliance
awareness

Manufactured
capital
Job-matching platform,
IT services,
informational
publications
and other products
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WOW THE
WORLD

Countries where
the Company has
operations:

Natural capital

Clients

VALUES

Number of
consolidated
subsidiaries:

PRIORITIZE
SOCIAL VALUE

Revenue:

2,173.3 billion yen
EBITDA:

258.4 billion yen

ROE:

19.3%

Cash flows from
operating activities:
194.1 billion yen

Sustainability Five Material Matters
and SDG Domino Effects

Awards received:

over 130
* “Great Place to Work,”
ads, services, etc.

Inspire new ways of working

Over 60

Unique visitors
per month:
Over 200 million
(Indeed)
Number of workers
receiving employment
opportunities (staffing):
Approximately

260,000

Celebrate diversity
and inclusion

Number of new
business applications
for Ring:

Percentage of women
in management:

25.2% (Japan)

Respect
Conserve the
human rights environment

Number of users
receiving free job
placement services:

125,000 to date

(Japan)

The social results (OUTPUT) of our operations is
a force that helps bring about the UN’s SDGs,
in a sequential process like toppling dominoes.
Therefore we refer to this system as “SDG Domino Effects.”
The goal which Recruit Group contributes to most
directly is Goal 10 on the UN’s list. This, along with
our other activities, also helps to achieve other goals.
(see page 42)

Companies in the
Group with ISO 14001
certification:
14 in Japan, etc.

Compliance | Risk management | Sustainability management

Recruit Group

* FY2017

Requests and expectations of stakeholders

Stakeholders
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Close the opportunity gap

988

100% (Japan)

Limiting use of paper
products, greenhouse
gas emissions

Energy, paper

20 million jobs
on Indeed

Success rate in
compliance exams:

Natural
capital

* FY2017

IMPACT on society
created by
accumulated OUTCOMEs

Published
employment ads:

Knowledge | Capability | Technology

Human capital

Manufactured
capital

Ribbon
Model

Users

16
Global human resources,
individuals who are
motivated, skilled and
experienced in
a globally governed
structure

Financial
capital

Social and
relationship
capital

billion yen

IMPACT

Social results of
value creation
(OUTCOME)

Generate cash flow,
increase ROE,
retain earnings for
investment in
new growth,
maintain steady
credit rating

Follow Your Heart

OUTCOME

• Users
• Clients
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• Business partners
• Employees

• Shareholders
• Local communities, NGOs, NPOs, etc.

A brighter
world where
all individuals
can live life
to the fullest

